Faculty Development Program on LaTeX”

A very successful training session on LaTeX was performed by faculties of Silver Oak College of Engineering & Technology on 24th June 2014, for the upliftment of the faculties of our institute.

LaTeX is pronounced Lay-Tech is a high-quality typesetting system, it includes features designed for the production of technical and scientific documentation.

Our mission is to create an atmosphere of giving practice for LaTeX, used in the technical publishing industry for academic journals, particularly by mathematicians physicists and others.

The Spoken tutorials project is about teaching and learning a particular FOSS, like Linux, PHP, LaTeX, JAVA…
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It is initiative of the “Talk of Teacher” activity of the national on Education through Information & Communication Technology, lunced by HRD, GVT of India. It is developed by IIT Bombay.
After completion of Fworkshop of Twoi hours, faculties have the benefit of this FDP session, they get started to solve assignments and enjoed tutorials too.